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Sudden Death 

 

 Much sympathy has been expressed with Mr. and Mrs. A. J. AYLES of Cross street in 

the death of their daughter who passed away at their address on Monday evening with tragic 

suddenness in her 21st year.  She had complained of headache on Friday and was treated by 

Dr. HORSBURGH but she was about as usual on the Saturday and Sunday, being in the choir 

at St. Thomas’s at both services on the latter occasion.  On Monday she again complained of 

feeling unwell and having been seen by the doctor was advised to stay in bed, though nothing 

serious was anticipated.  She however passed away the same evening.  As her medical 

attendant could not give a certificate as to the cause of death a post mortem was directed and 

an inquest fixed.  The parents some months ago lost their son and the death of their daughter 

under such sad circumstances has caused them a double bereavement.  

 

THE INQUEST 

 

 The Deputy Coroner (Ald. W. H. F. THIRKELL) held an inquest on the body of 

Florence May AYLES (which was lying in the mortuary) at the Primitive Methodist 

schoolroom High Street on Thursday.  The Chief Constable (Mr. Charles GREENSTREET) 

was present.  

 Mrs. AYLES, the mother, identified the body and stated her daughter was 20 ½ years 

old.  She had been enjoying fairly good health up to Friday in last week and had not had any 

medical attendance for some years but about 18 months ago was examined by Dr. 

CHURCHILL for life insurance purposes when she was passed as a first class life.  This was 

done on the instigation of the agent who paid the insurance on witness’s son who died about 

18 months ago.  On Friday deceased was very anaemic with bad colour and she took her to 

Dr. HORSBURGH and had been trying for her to do so for a fortnight or so previously.  She 

was able to get about and her appetite did not fail her.  The doctor prescribed for her and 

witness had the medicine made up at a chemist’s.  Deceased took a dose on Saturday morning 

and accompanied witness to the pantomime at Portsmouth in the afternoon.  On her return she 

seemed very bright and talked about what she had seen.  On Sunday she took her medicine 

three times and went out seeming well.  At dinner time on Monday she appeared dazy and 

complained of a headache, but she partook of a hearty meal.  The doctor was sent for and he 

gave her two tabloids which induced sleep.  She got her to bed soon after dinner and she 

woke up and had some tea and then went to sleep again.  Her younger daughter was up and 

down several times as also was witness and after tea deceased asked for writing paper but 

witness persuaded her not to write any letters until the following morning.  She appeared 

much better.  That was about 7.30 p.m. and she was then left alone it being the last time she 

was seen alive.  A few minutes after 8 p.m. witness went upstairs again to inquire if deceased 

would have bread and milk for supper and she found her dead.  She sent for the doctor who 

came immediately and pronounced life extinct.  If she had called in the meantime they would 

have heard her.  Apparently she died in her sleep. 

 Dr. E. L. HORSBURGH stated he saw deceased on Friday evening when she called at 

his surgery with her mother.   He examined her and did not find anything materially the 

matter with her but formed an opinion that she was suffering to some extent from anaemia 

which would not interfere with her appetite.  He prescribed for her in the ordinary way and 

advised her to take the medicine for three months.  The chemist had made it up numbers of 

times in other cases.  On Monday afternoon he called at the house and saw her in bed and 

from what her mother told him he regarded it as a mild case of hysteria which was very 



common in those cases of anyone overstrung or neurotic.  He gave her tabloids for her head.  

On Monday night he was surprised to hear of her death.  He saw the body about 8.30 p.m. 

and she looked exactly as if she has passed away in her sleep.  Witness conducted a post 

mortem on Wednesday in conjunction with Dr DAVIES when a careful examination of all 

the organs was made but were unable to find anything sufficient to cause death.  There was 

slight passive congestion at the base of the left lung, but no pleurisy or pneumonia.  The 

muscle of the heart was inflated otherwise all the organs of the body were normal.  Witness 

gave it his opinion that she died from some natural cause the origin of which he was unable to 

discover. 

 The Deputy Coroner remarked that the case was a unique one so far as his experience 

went but not so with regard to cases recorded by the Home Office. 

 Dr HORSBURGH mentioned that similar cases often occurred on the battlefields in 

France in men of strong nervous temperament. 

 A verdict in accordance with the medical evidence was recorded.  
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